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Abstract
Wepresent results offirst-principles calculations on the transport properties, both under an electric
field or a temperature gradient, in Co/Cumultilayered systems. The various effects brought about by
the changes in themorphological parameters, such as the number of repeats and the layer thickness,
are discussed in a systematic way.Our calculations show that the Seebeck coefficient and themagneto-
thermopower (MTP) converge rather rapidly with the number of Co repeats. In the range of thinCo
layers, wefind strong variations in the amplitude and sign of both the Seebeck coefficient and the
MTP. These large variations, which have no correspondent in the (magneto)conductance, are shown
to be the result of quantumwell states present in theminority spin channel of thin Co layers.

1. Introduction

Metallic heterostructures of alternatingmagnetic and non-magneticmaterials have been in the focus of research
formore than two decades. These intense experimental and theoretical investigations have been triggered by the
giantmagnetoresistance (GMR) effect [1]. Currently the keystone of standardmagnetic field sensors, theGMR
denotes the large change in resistance caused by the switching from an anti-parallel to a parallelmagnetic
alignment of the adjacentmagnetic layers under an externalmagnetic field. An analogous phenomenon could be
observed inmultilayered structures subject to a temperature gradient, in which case the central quantity
measuring themagnetic responsewas themagneto-thermopower (MTP). These experiments, performed both
in the current-in-plane (CIP) [2–5] aswell as in the current-perpendicular-to-the-plane (CPP) geometry [6],
mark thefirst successful attempts of linking the heatflowwith the spin degree of freedom, paving theway
towards the emerging field of spin calorics [7].

In recent years, the ability to fabricatemultilayer samples in the formof nanopillars has opened up the
possibility to detect their internal state ofmagnetization. The small diameter of the pillars, which results in small
thermal conductance, in conjunctionwith a strong heating by pulsed laser illumination of the pillar top allows
one to build up sizable temperature gradients [8–12], causing a thermoelectric voltagewhosemagnitude and
sign reflects the internalmagnetization state. Thismethod of detection, depicted schematically infigure 1(a),
may be evenmore sensitive than theCPP-GMReffect. Indeed, themagnetic response of aGMRdevice is usually
quantified through theGMR ratio, expressing the relative difference of the resistances of the heterostructure in
the twomagnetic alignments, parallel (P) and anti-parallel (AP). Equivalently, one can use the conductance g as
defining quantity to express themagneto-conductance (MC) ratio as:
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using the temperature-dependent Seebeck coefficients for the twomagnetic configurationsS T( )P andS T( )AP .
SinceS T( )AP andS T( )P may differ not only inmagnitude, but also in sign, one can imagine that themagnetic
contrast in a thermoelectricmeasurement, as expressed by theMTP ratio,may become larger than theMC ratio
for a specific sample. Such an expectation could be confirmed experimentally, for example byGravier et al [9]. In
multilayeredCo/Cu nanowires these authors found anMTP ratio of−30%, larger than the 20%measuredGMR
ratio. This behaviour is usually traced back to the fact that the conductance (equivalently, the conductivity σ) is
essentially a Fermi surface related property. The thermoelectric voltage (or the Seebeck coefficient), on the other
hand, is ameasure of the energy dependence of the relaxation rate near the Fermi energyEF [4]. As expressed by
Mottʼs formula [13], the Seebeck coefficient is proportional to the logarithmic derivative ofσ E( ):
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where e andkB are, respectively, the elementary charge and the Boltzmann constant. On the basis of equation (3),
one could derive a rather simple relation between the two quantities, theMTP and theMC ratios [8].

Phenomenologicalmodels, while useful in identifying general trends, domiss the important link between
the described quantity and the underlying electronic structure. Precisely the opposite philosophy is adopted in
first-principles based investigations, such as the ones presented here, which perform appropriatemodifications
of the electronic structure and track the evolution of a given property with the ultimate purpose of achieving
specific design rules for a desired target value.

For this purpose, we have considered one of theGMRprototypes, theCo/Cumultilayered system.Many of
its ground-state properties as well as the CIP- or CPP-GMReffects have been already addressed on an ab initio
level [14–24]. In contrast, first-principles calculations of themagneto-thermoelectric properties of several Co/
Cu heterostructures, which require a significantly larger computational effort, have only recently gained
increased attention [25, 26].

Themultilayered structure subject to our investigations canbe seen as a stacking ofCom/Cuqbilayers of
thicknessm and q embedded inCu(001). Accompanying the variations in themetallic layer thickness, the number
of repeatsNwas also treated as a variable, leading to the actual configurationCu[(N− 1)(Com/Cuq)/Com]Cu, as
schematically shown infigure 1(b).Note that, by construction,Nwas taken asfinite, that is, no periodic boundary
conditions along the (001) growth directionwere imposed. The transport properties of these systems are
investigated byperformingfirst-principles calculations of the underlying electronic structure bymeansof a spin-
polarized relativisticGreenʼs functionmethod [27–29]. The results obtained for the conductance and the Seebeck
coefficient in aCPP geometry—the temperature gradient takenperpendicular to the interface—are analyzed in
viewof themodifications in the electronic structure inducedby varying themorphologyof theheterostructure,
either through the number of repeatsNor of the thicknessm(q) of the constituentCo (Cu) layers.

The close latticematch of Co andCu, as well as the advanced fabrication technique of the nanopillars by
electrodeposition, allows researchers to build stacks with a large number of Co repeats. If the dominating
scatteringmechanism of the electrons is scattering by theCo/Cu interfaces, it is to be expected that the resistivity
of a stack increases with the number of repeatsN, while theMC ratio is almost independent ofN. For the Seebeck

Figure 1. Schematic representations of (a) the generic setup of amultilayeredCo/Cu systemproviding anMTP signal; and (b) selected
structuralmodels of theCu[(N− 1)(Com/Cuq)/Com]Cu systems investigated in this work, illustrating themeaning of the various
geometrical parametersN,m, and q. N is the number of Co repeats embedded inCu,whilem and q represent the thickness in atomic
monolayers (MLs) of the Co (yellow) andCu (dark green) layers. Thefigure only shows the scattering region, with the half-infinite Cu
leads extending left and right along the zdirection. Thewhole system is periodic in the (x, y) plane. The thermopower is calculated
along the temperature gradientwhich is taken to be perpendicular to the interface.
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coefficient, which has the physicalmeaning of a voltage, its dependence onN is not obvious. Our calculations
show that both S(T) and theMTP ratio converge rather rapidly with the number of Co repeats in theCo/Cu
stacks, with reasonably converged values being attained already atN=4.

Amodulation of the electronic density of states due to quantum confinement effects in ultra-thin layersmay
affect the resistivity, but to an even higher degree the Seebeck coefficient ofmultilayered structures. Quantum
well states (QWSs) were found to lie at the origin of an oscillatory behaviour observed formany physical
properties of these systems, ranging from interlayer exchange coupling [14, 15, 30] tomagnetic anisotropy
energy [20].While inmost of the cases this non-monotonicmanifestationwas ascribed toQWSs occurring in
the non-magnetic spacer, both theoretical [31–33] and experimental [34] investigations evidenced the
important role played by the ferromagnetic layer.

We have recently investigated the Seebeckmagnetic anisotropy inCu/Com/Cu trilayers [25] and determined
that its valuemay become very large for thinCo layers. Our calculations have shown thatminority spinQWSs
formed in the ferromagnetic Co layers hybridize with a high-mobility band crossing the Fermi energy
contributing to a large, thickness-dependent sensitivity of the Seebeck coefficient on the orientation of the
magnetization [25].

Here we show that, owing to the sameQWS–p-band complex, strong variations in the amplitude and sign of
both the Seebeck coefficient and theMTPoccur inmultilayers consisting of Co stacks of up to sevenmonolayers.
For the design of Cu/Co stacks forMTP read-out, this wouldmean that depositing a small number of Co layers
with precise control of the layer thickness ismore useful than increasing the number of Co repeats in the stack.
By comparison, theCo andCu thickness dependence of conductance andMC ratiowas found to bemuch
weaker.

The paper is organised as follows.We start by providing the relevant computational details, including the
geometry of the systems, in section 2. Section 3 deals with the particular case of a single Co layer embedded inCu
(001), inwhichwemostly focus on aspects of the electronic structure, with particular attention paid to the
quantumwell states appearing in theCo layer. The last two sections are devoted to the transport properties of the
Cu[(N− 1)(Com/Cuq)/Com]Cumultilayers, with detailed discussions on theirN-,m-, and q-dependence.

2.Geometry of the system and theoretical background

The calculations for theCu[(N− 1)(Com/Cuq)/Com]Cumultilayer systemswere performed using a spin-
polarized relativistic (SPR) [29, 35] version of the screenedKorringa–Kohn–RostokerGreenʼs function (KKR-
GF)method [36–38].We apply the same procedure as described in our previous investigations on theCu/Com/
Cu trilayers [25], which essentially consists of three steps: (i) setting up the geometry of the system; (ii) the self-
consistent determination of the ground state potentials; and (iii) using these as input for the transport
calculations which are based on the Landauer–Büttiker formula as implemented in theKKR-GFmethod
[39, 40]within a relativistic representation [27, 28]. Our approach, discussed to some extent in this section, has
the one-electron retardedGreenʼs function ε⃗ ′⃗+G r r( , ; ) at energyε δ= +E i as central quantity.

2.1.Modelling themultilayered systems
Wemodel the systems under investigation by taking two half-infinite Cu leadswith an interaction region
inserted in-between, all sharing the same in-plane two-dimensional (2D) periodic lattice. Since the natural
latticemisfit between elemental Co andCu is rather small (less than 2%), we neglect the lattice relaxation at the
interfaces and take all atomic positions as being fixed to the ideal (001)-stacked fcc lattice with the lattice
constant equal to the experimental fcc-Cu value of 3.61 Å. The interaction region contains the [(N− 1)(Com/
Cuq)/Com]multilayered structure and up to 10 atomicmonolayers (MLs) of Cu on both sides. These additional
CuMLs aremeant to ensure a smooth transition towards theCu leads.

Schematic representations of selected setups for the interaction region are provided infigure 1(b) for varying
number of Co repeats (here,N=2 andN=3) and individual Co (m=4 andm=6ML) andCu (q=4 and q=8
ML) layer thickness. For our investigationswe had considered, changing just one variable at a time,

= …N 1, , 6 and combinations ofm and q ranging between 4 and 8MLs thickness.We have determined the
longitudinal thermopower occurring under a temperature gradient taken parallel to the growth direction z. Note
that along this direction, no periodic boundary conditions are imposed.We furthermore emphasize that
different numbers of repeats effectivelymean differently sizedfinite objects along z; an increase inN (at a givenm
and q) is equivalent to an increase in the thickness of the interaction region.

2.2. Electronic structure calculations
For each of the configurations, the potentials are determined self-consistently using the screenedKKR-GF
method [29], considering spherical potentials in the atomic sphere approximation (ASA)within the local spin-
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density approximation in theVosko,Wilk andNussair parametrization [41]. An angularmomentum cut-off of
=l 3max was taken for theGreenʼs function expansion.
In a preliminary step, a separate self-consistent calculation is performed in order to determine the potential

of the two (identical) half-spaces left and right of the interaction region. A second self-consistent procedure is
applied to the interaction region itself, inwhich all its potentials are iterated, whereby the outer-most Cu
potentials asymptoticallymatch the ones in the lead. Thismatching is accomplished bymeans of the decimation
technique [42], inwhich the lead potentials determined in thefirst step provide the appropriate boundary
conditions of the heterostructure. Differentmagnetic couplings between adjacent Co layers, parallel and anti-
parallel, were separately considered at each N m q( , , ) combination. The collinearity of the spinmagnetic
momentswas the only constraint imposed a priori.

As a consequence of the 2D-periodicity of the layered system, theGreenʼs function can be Fourier
transformed in a 2D representationwith the Bloch vector ∥⃗k as constant ofmotion and retaining an index i for
the position along the growth direction z.Within theKKR-GF scheme, theGreenʼs function is expressed in
terms of thematrix ε∥⃗G k( , )ij . Thismatrix describes the propagation of the electronwave between the atomic

sites i and j at positions ⃗Ri, ⃗R j and is labelled, in our adopted representation, by the relativistic quantumnumbers

Λ κ μ= ( , ), i.e. =ΛΛ ΛΛ′ ′A A( ) [29]. Let us note here that since in a relativistic formulation the spin is not a
constant ofmotion, each statemay acquire different amounts of spin up and down character. For this reason, we
shall use the designationmajority/minority spin rather than up/down (↑ ↓).

2.3. Transmission probability, conductance and the Seebeck coefficient
Combining the structural Greenʼs functionmatrix calculated for a given 2D-periodic systemwith thematrices
M i, M j of the z-component of the relativistic current operator at sites i and j enables the calculation of the
electronic transmission probability between two atomic planes I and J according to the expression [28]:

∑ ε ε⃗ = ⃗ ⃗∥
∈ ∈

∥ ∥ ( ) ( ) ( )k E M G k M G k, Tr , , , (4)
i I j J

i ij j ij

,

† †⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

where each 2D vector ∥⃗k can be seen as a conduction channel [40]. By integrating over the 2DBrillouin zone
(2D-BZ) the total transmission probability E( ) at energyE is then [40]:

∫= ⃗ ⃗
− −

∥ ∥  ( )E
A

k k E( )
1

d , . (5)
2D BZ 2D BZ

2

In the case of aweak spin–orbit coupling, as it is the case for the light 3d transitionmetals, Popescu et al
[27, 28] could show that the transmission through the ‘fully relativistic resistor’ expressed by equation (4) can be

approximated by ⃗͠ ∥ k E( , ):
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which provides a spin decomposition essentially equivalent to theMott two-currentmodel. Equation (6) can be
regarded as its generalization to the relativistic case. In addition to the spin-conserving (↑↑ and↓↓) channels, it
also includes spin-mixed ones (↑ ↓ + ↓ ↑), induced by the spin–orbit coupling.Wewill use this approximate
spin decomposition only for a qualitative discussion in section 3.1.

Following Sivan and Imry [43], the Seebeck coefficient S(T) can be obtained from E( ) through the
expression

∫
∫

= −
∂ −

∂



( )

S T
eT

E f E E E

E f E
( )

1 d ( )

d ( )
, (7)

E

E

0 F

0

where μ≡f f E T( , , )0 0 is the Fermi–Dirac distribution function at energyE, temperatureT, and chemical
potential μ, while∂ = ∂ ∂f f EE 0 0 represents its energy derivative. The denominator in the last equation is related
to the temperature-dependent conductance g(T) by:

∫= − ∂ g T
e

h
E f E( ) d ( ). (8)E

2

0

The various parameters involved in the actual evaluation of these quantities were chosen in the following

way. For the 2D-BZ integral required for the transmission probability, equation (5), a regular 1000× 1000 ∥⃗k
-gridwas found necessary to achieve convergency of  E( )over a broad range of energy arguments. For the
integrals in equations (7) and (8), on the other hand, E( )was explicitly calculated on a 1 mRy-spaced regular
mesh, then interpolated on a densermesh of 0.1 mRy. In these equations, the limits of the energy interval below
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and aboveEF were set in such away that∂ < −f E( ) 10E 0 min max
8, a limit found to bemore than sufficient in

providingwell-converged results.

2.4. Explicit temperature-dependent effects
The formalism employed here rigorously describes elastic scattering at the interfaces and treats the simultaneous
occurrence of spin polarization and relativistic effects, such as spin–orbit coupling, on equal footing.
Temperature enters in this approach through the Fermi–Dirac distribution function, but temperature-
dependent scattering, e.g. by atomic vibrations or spin fluctuations, are neglected.

Inclusion of atomic displacements atfinite temperature in transport properties calculations within ab initio
methods has been recently accomplished by treating them as static disorder via the coherent potential
approximation (CPA) [44]. Alternatively, one could use large 2D supercells and apply a frozen phonon
approach averaging over explicit different atomic displacements.We note, however, that S(T) is the quotient of
two integrals involving the transmission probability E( ). As such, since it appears both in the numerator and
the denominator, any additional temperature dependence due to inelastic scattering exhibiting only aweak
energy dependencewill tend to partially cancel out.

Accounting for electron scattering by spin fluctuations in various ferromagneticmetals and alloys has been
convincingly demonstrated to improve the agreement between calculated and experimentally determined
temperature-dependent resistivity [45, 46].More recently, Kováčik et al [26] investigated the effect of spin
disorder induced elastic scattering processes on themagneto-thermoelectric phenomena of several nano-
structuredCo/Cu systems. These authors could show that, while the spin-dependent electron scattering does
indeed influence the spin-caloric transport coefficients at elevated temperatures, theway inwhich itmanifests
itself is strongly case dependent. In particular, no general trends could be identified; neither do quantitative nor
qualitative predictions appear to be possible without an explicit calculation [26]. Towhat extent inelastic
scattering on spin fluctuations influences the Seebeck coefficient is hardly explored. Itmay be noted that Piraux
et al [3] invoked inelastic spin-dependent electron–magnon scattering to explain the increase in theMTP at high
temperatures observed experimentally inCo/Cu and Fe/Cu thinmultilayers. However, as wewill showbelow,
an equally largeMTP can be obtained accounting solely for the electronic structure contributions to the
thermopower. For systemswith a gapped band structure, such asmagnetic half-metals or tunnel junctions,
modifications of the electronic properties due to dynamic spin fluctuations atfinite temperatures have been
addressed via phenomenologicalmodels [47, 48] or via dynamicalmeanfield theory (DMFT) [49]. For systems
as large as those considered here, such an advancedmany-particle treatment is computationally not feasible at
present.

The importance of these temperature-dependent effects notwithstanding, our primary focus here is to
identify the specific effects on themagneto-thermopower which are intimately connectedwith the electronic
structure and are solely induced by quantum confinement. As such, properly accounting for the effects discussed
above is well beyond the purpose of the current investigations, although this is clearly needed in future studies
for an improved quantitative agreementwith the experiment.

3. A single Co layer embedded inCu(001)

Webegin our discussion by presenting results obtained for a single Co layer embedded inCu(001), a geometry
setup corresponding toN=1 in the general notationCu[(N− 1)(Com/Cuq)Com]Cu introduced above.We shall
first analyze briefly the electronic structure in the proximity of the Cu/Co interface and illustrate how its
peculiarities are reflected in the transmission probability for a single Co layer of varying thicknessm. The E( )
transmission profile form= 4will be shown to exhibit a peak in theminority spin channel immediately below
the Fermi energy. This peak is intimately connectedwith a complex formed by a quantumwell state (QWS) and
a highmobility p-band present in the interface layers, withwhich theQWShybridizes. These findings for the
single layer systemwill be important in understanding the transport properties of themultilayeredCu[ −N( 1)
(Com/Cu q)/Com]Cu systems.

3.1.Density of states and transmission probability
Electronic structure calculations performed on theCo/Cu systems [14, 18, 23, 24] revealed that themajority spin
d-band is completely filled and the energy range at and near the Fermi level is dominated by the 3dminority spin
states stemming from theCo. These features are accordingly reproduced by our calculations and reflected in the
spin-resolved density of states (DOS) for theCu/Co4/Cu trilayer system shown infigure 2(a).Here theDOS is
further projected on theCo andCu atoms in the vicinity of theCu/Co interface as well as on their angular
momentum (s+p)- and d-components.
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Figure 2(a) evidences that the d-DOS (light blue curve) of bothCo andCuhas an overwhelming
contribution to the total DOS of theCo/Cu heterostructure in both spin channels.We further note the large Co-
related contribution in theminority spin channel in the proximity of the Fermi energy, contrastingwith the
extremely reducedDOSon theCu sites. Only the first Cu layer near the interface exhibits a slight spin
polarization, induced by its neighbouring Co atoms.

The dominant d-character of theminority spin states close to the Fermi energy is accordingly reflected in the
transport properties. Indeed, the d-states are characterized by a stronger localization and a reducedmobility as
compared to the s- and p-states.We show infigure 2(b) the transmission probability E( ) for the sameCu/Co4/
Cu trilayer system, containing a 4 ML thickCo layer. The black curve in thisfigure represents the total
transmission, calculated for various energy arguments Eusing equation (5). Applying the spin decomposition
leading to the approximate form (6) allows us to identify the spin-conserving and spin-mixing transmission
channels in E( ). As a result of the rather small spin–orbit coupling, the spin-mixing transmission (green lines)
is negligibly small. In spite of a small DOSnearEF, the largest transmission component is the spin-conserving

majority one. Theminority spin transmission is only about one third of the total. Nevertheless, while ͠ ↑↑ E( ) is

nearly featureless and shows aweak variationwithE, it is the ͠ ↓↓ E( ) componentwhichmodulates the full
transmission profile E( ). This different qualitative behaviour arises from the different character of the states
involved in the transmission through the various channels: nearly exclusively s- and p-states for themajority
spin, hybrid s–p and d-states for theminority spin. Thefirst important conclusion of our investigations can thus
be formulated as follows. Although comparatively small inmagnitude, theminority spin transmission is
expected to bemuchmore sensitive to themorphology of the system.Changes in the transport properties caused
by geometrymodifications can be traced back nearly exclusively tomodifications in theminority spin electronic
structure.

While the general characteristics of the transmission profile discussed abovewere found to be valid for all the
systems investigated, the pronounced peak in theminority spin transmission (dark red line infigure 2(b)),
0.2 eV below the Fermi energy, is a peculiarity of the chosenCo thickness,m=4ML. It represents, in fact, a
signature of aQWS arising in theminority spin band of Co. A detailed discussion of theseQWSs is the subject of
the next section.

3.2.Quantumwell states
The appearance ofQWSs in theCo slab has been found responsible for the non-monotonic behaviour of the
magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE), evidenced both experimentally [19] and theoretically [20] in theCu/Com/
Cu trilayers, as well as for the oscillations in the interlayer exchange coupling occurring inCo/Cu for thinCo

Figure 2. (a) Spin- and angularmomentum resolved local DOSprojected on theCu andCo atoms in the vicinity of theCu/Co
interface, with themajority (minority) spin channel in the left (right) panels. The (s+p)-DOS are shown as sum (red lines) while the d-
DOS (light blue) is seen to have the dominant contribution to the total DOS (black). (b) Electronic transmission probability in theCu/
Co4/Cu trilayer system. The total transmission (black) is decomposed in its spin-conserving (blue and dark red) and spin-mixing
(green) components. Note the pronounced peak in theminority spin transmission at about−0.2 eV. The Fermi energy, set by theCu
leads, is taken as reference in thisfigure.
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layers [17]. In a recent study of the authors [25], theQWSswere also shown to play an important role in
inducing an anisotropicMTP in the same systems. In particular, we identified a hybrid complex formed by the
QWSs and a p-type band specific to theCo/Cu interface. These hybrid states provide extremely efficient
channels for theminority spin electrons, as evidenced by the aforementioned peak, 0.2 eV belowEF, in Cu/Co4/
Cu. In the next sections we shall link ourfindings for the Seebeck coefficient and theMTPprecisely to these
peculiarities of the electronic structure.

Theminority spin channelQWSs appearing in theCo slab have been investigated by calculating the angular

momentum and atomprojected Bloch spectral function (BSF) ∥⃗A k E( , )i [29]:

∫

∑
π

χ χ

⃗ = −

× ⃗ + ⃗ + ⃗ ⃗ + ⃗ + ⃗

χ χ
∥

′

⃗ ⃗ − ⃗

∥ ∥ ∥ ′

∥ ′( )

( )

( )A k E
N

r G r R r R E

,
1

Im Tr e

d , ; , (9)

i
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N
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i n i n

,

i

2
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where χn⃗, χ ⃗ ′n are translation vectors of the 2Dperiodic lattice, ⃗ =∥r r r( , , 0)x y , and ⃗ =R z(0, 0, )i i represents the

z-coordinate of the ith atom. The BSF is a quantity that can be regarded as a ∥⃗k -resolvedDOS.

Figure 3 depicts theminority spin component of ∥⃗A k E( , )Co projected on the first (panel (a)) and second
(panel (b)) Co atomic layers near theCu/Co interface, with the respective location of each layer schematically
drawn at the side of thefigure. The different frames in each panel follow the variation of theCo layer thicknessm

MLs in theCu/Com/Cu trilayer system. SuchE versus ∥⃗k -type plots allow us to identify the projected band
structure in the 2D-BZ, a picture familiar from angle-resolved photo-emission experiments.

The formation and appearance of a certainQWSwill depend on theCo thicknessm, alternating between odd
and even number ofMLs. For a given parity, on the other hand, them-dependence is reflected in a variation in

Figure 3.Minority spin ∥⃗k -resolvedDOSprojected on the (a) interface and (b) next-to-interface Co atom in the Cu/Com/Cu trilayer
system for various values ofm, as shown schematically on the right side of thefigure. For the interface layer (a) typical signatures of
QWSs appearing asflat bands above (oddm) and below (evenm)EF for thin Co slabs as well as a p-type band crossing the Fermi
energyEF (taken here as reference value) can be recognized. The latter has only aweak correspondent in the next-to-interface layer
(b). Note that the same scale has been used in both panels.
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the energy position of theQWSs. Typical signatures ofQWSs can be observed asflat bands in the BSF of the
interface Co layer (panel (a)) near the 2D-BZ centre: (i) around 0.15 eV form=3 andm=5 and (ii) around
−0.2 eV and 0.4 eV form=4 andm= 6, energy values relative to the Fermi level.With increased thickness of the
Co slab, theQWSsmorph into a continuum, as seen in the right-most frame offigure 3(a) form=10MLs.

The second important aspect revealed by the top panel offigure 3 is the existence of a high-mobility p-band
for theminority spin carriers, crossing the Fermi energy. This band, evidenced by the red-coloured, S-shaped
feature of the BSF infigure 3(a), stems from theCu andCo atoms adjacent to the interface and exhibits no
thickness dependence. In other words, it is an ubiquitous characteristic of the Co/Cu interface.

For the case of an evennumber ofMLsm, theQWS forming below the Fermi energy will couple to this p-
band, leading to the formation of a p–dhybrid complex. This is precisely the origin of the strong transmission
evidenced in theminority spin channel at−0.2 eV infigure 2(b) and, as shown below, for the positive value of the
Seebeck coefficient associatedwithm=4MLCo thick systems. Note that a similar hybrid band complex also
appears above the Fermi energy, at 0.45 eV. This is however too far to contribute to the integrand of
equation (7).

It is easy to see how themorphology of the systemmay have significant influence on its electronic structure,
and, as a result, on its transport properties. By comparing the spectral functions of the two different Co atoms in
figures 3(a) and (b) (displayed on an identical scale) one can see, for the next-to-interface layer, a strong
reduction in the amplitude of the p-band–related BSF below the Fermi energy. Thus, for the transmission
channels opened by theQWS–p-band complex it willmean that their weight and importance in the total
transmissionwill diminishwith increasing Co thickness. This effect is further amplified by the smearing out of
theQWSs.Whenm is odd, on the other hand, theQWS appearing above the Fermi energy couples veryweakly, if
at all, with the highlymobile p-band. As a consequence, no corresponding high energy transmission peak is
expected for oddm. This thickness-triggered filtering of the transmission channels involved in the conduction
was found responsible for the non-monotonic behaviour of the Seebeck coefficient inCu/Com/Cu trilayers [25].

Additional variables come into play in the case ofmultilayered systems. The size of theCu spacer placed
between theCo layers willmodify theway inwhich the different states will or will not couple across the
interfaces, leading to an enhancement or suppression of various transmission channels. Likewise, a varying
number of Co andCu repeatsmay further complicate the picture. Furthermore, when differentmagnetic
alignments between adjacent Co layers are considered, one has to bear inmind that theminority/majority spin
channels get swapped.We discuss these aspects in the next sections, essentially showing that a broad range of
valuesmay arise for both the Seebeck coefficient and theMTP, depending on the differentmorphological
parameters.

4. Varying number of Co repeats

In the previous section the discussion focused on electronic structure characteristics related to a single Co layer
of varying thickness embedded inCu(001).We have analyzed how thesemay influence directly the transmission
probability and, through it, the various transport properties. Thefirst question to ask is howmuch and towhat
extent the knowledge gained so far is transferable to themultilayeredCu[(N− 1)(Com/Cuq)/Com]Cu systems. In
this sectionwe discuss results obtained bymodifying the number of Co repeatsNwhile keeping the other
parameters,m and q,fixed. For convenience and easier comparisonwith the results already presented, we
restrict the discussion, without losing any generality, to the case = =m q 4MLs. Themost important
conclusions drawn at the end of this section are: (i) the electronic structure features present in the single-Co
layer system transfer to theCo-stacked systems; (ii) increasing the number of Co repeats reduces the
transmission through the heterostructure without, however, significantlymodifying itsE-dependent profile;
and (iii) at high temperatures, the Seebeck coefficients, both for parallel and anti-parallel alignments, as well as
the derivedMTP, are reaching converged values inN rather fast.

4.1. Electronic structure and transmission probability
The electronic structure calculations performed for theCu[(N− 1)(Com/Cuq)/Com]Cu systemswith

= …N 1, , 6 revealed an interesting feature: the calculated ground state properties such as spin and orbital
magneticmoments, DOSor BSF curves projected on the individual components exhibit a rather weak
dependence onN. As an illustrative examplewe show infigure 4(a) the spinmagnetization profiles forN=1 (red
bullets) andN=2 (dark blue crosses), that is, one and twoCo slabs embedded inCu, each of a thicknessm=4
MLs. ForN=2 the twoCo layers are separated by a thinCu spacer (q=4MLs). One can see that there are hardly
any differences noticeable in the individual spinmagneticmoments on theCo atoms in the two cases, Cu/Co4/
Cu andCu/Co4Cu4Co4/Cu. Specifically, for theCo atoms nearest toCu, the spinmagneticmoments obtained
were (in Bohrmagnetons μB): 1.6137 (N= 1), 1.6134 (N=2, outer Co), and 1.6130 (N=2, inner Co). In spite of
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the very small thickness of the spacer, the individual Co layers obviously display the same properties, regardless
ofN. Analogous results were obtained for the other number of repeats; furthermore, the Cu spacer layers of
equal thickness also exhibit similar characteristics.

In other words, these findings imply that all the considerationsmade in the previous section regarding the
electronic structure of a single Co slab transfer to themultilayered systems, qualitatively completely and
quantitatively to a large extent. This also holds, in particular, for theQWSs formation and theCo/Cu-interface
specific p-band in theminority spin channel.

Not surprisingly, a similar one-to-one transferability holds only partly in the transmission probability
profiles. These are shown infigure 4(b) for = =m q 4MLs, = …N 1, , 6, andwith all themagneticmoments
oriented parallel to one another.Note that throughout the next figures wewill use the same colour-coding
convention, borrowed from the solar spectrum: as the variable under investigation increases, the colours used in
the graphical representation change from red to purple. The general trend that can be recognized from
figure 4(b) is an overall down-scaling of the E( )profiles with increasingN. This is a direct consequence of
successively adding interfaces, that is, electron scattering sources, to the transmission process between the left
and right leads. It is nevertheless obvious that the reduction in transmission is not a uniform function of energy
argument. For this reason, the peak at−0.2 eVdiscussed above forN=1, although still present for all values ofN,
appears of varying shape andwidth.We also point out the slope of  E( )near the Fermi energy, which is
changing signwithN.While being the result of subtle variations in theway different states couple, these changes
influence the thermoelectric properties of themultilayered systemonly in the limit of low temperatures.

4.2. Spin-dependent thermally induced transport properties
Figure 5(a) displays the dependence of the Seebeck coefficient on the number of Co repeatsN in themultilayered
Cu −N[( 1)(Co4/Cu4)/Co ]4 Cu systems. The two panels correspond to results obtained for twomagnetic
configurations, a parallel (P) and an anti-parallel (AP) alignment. The latter is understood as the succession of
Co slabs, each ofmMLs thickness (herem= 4), inwhich themagneticmoments in one slab are opposed to those
of its neighbouring Co slabs. As an example, forN= 5onewould have for theCo slabs the arrangement (↑↑↑↑↑)
for the P-alignment and (↑↓↑↓↑) for AP.

Asmentioned in the introduction,measurements of the Seebeck coefficient are usually interpreted on the
basis ofMottʼs formula, equation (3), which provides a direct link between S(T) and the conductivityσ E( )of a
sample. Its range of validity has been discussed to some extent in the literature, e.g. by Jonson andMahan [50],
who showed that it gives the correct →T 0 behaviour for independent electrons interacting with static
impurities and for adiabatic phonons. BeyondMottʼs formula, theway inwhich a transmission probability
profile E( ) influences the sign and size of the Seebeck coefficient atfiniteT can be understood on the basis of
equation (7). In this equation, a temperature increase effectively extends the integration range, by increasing the
non-zerowidth of ∂ ∂ E f E( )( )0 . Because of the −E E( )F term, the numeratormay be seen as a centre ofmass

Figure 4. (a) Spinmagnetization profile of theCu/Co4Cu4Co4/Cu system (N=2, red bullets) with a parallel (P)magnetic
configuration as compared to that of theCu/Co4/Cu trilayer (N=1, dark blue crosses). Thefigure emphasizes the quasi-independence
of the spinmagneticmoments in theCo layers on the number of repeatsN. Note that the values corresponding to theCu atoms are
multiplied by a factor of 10. (b)N-dependence of the electronic transmission probability  E( ) in Cu −N[( 1)(Co4/Cu4)/Co ]4 Cu
with a P-alignment of theComagneticmoments. The transmission curves are shown around the Fermi energyEF, taken here as
reference in the same range as in figure 2(b).
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of ∂ ∂ E f E( )( )0 [51]. Consequently, both sign and value of S(T) will be sensitive even to small changes in the
numeratorʼs integrand below or aboveEF.

Finally, we note that, in terms of the transmission probability E( ),Mottʼs formula can be obtained as the
→T 0 limit of equation (7) and translates into S(T) being positive (negative) for a negative (positive) slope of

 E( )near the Fermi energy. In other words, a large transmission below (above)EF will result in a positive
(negative) S(T). Due to this peculiarity, the Seebeck coefficientmeasurement is awell-known tool in establishing
the nature of carriers, p- or n-type, in semiconductors.

The above considerations provide the basis onwhich to understand the Seebeck coefficient results, in
conjunctionwith the transmission probability profiles depicted infigure 4(b). In bothmagnetic configurations,
S T( )P andS T( )AP exhibit a non-monotonic behaviour at low temperatures, consistent with the changes in the
slope of E( )near the Fermi energy observed infigure 4(b). These results are consistent withMottʼs formula. At
increased temperatures, bothS T( )P andS T( )AP become and remain positive, withS T( )AP much larger (about a
factor of four) thanS T( )P . This positive sign is a direct consequence of the enhanced transmission in the range of
0.2 eV below the Fermi energy, stemming from theminority spin carriers, as discussed above. It is, as we have
seen, the thermoelectric signature of theQWS–p-band complex present in theCo slabs of thicknessm=4MLs.

Figure 5(a) further shows that, above ≃T 100 K, the Seebeck coefficient converges rather fast with the
number of Co repeatsN, for bothmagnetic alignments.Mathematically, the fast convergence ofS T( )P AP withN
results from its definition as a quotient of two integrals. The behaviour is clearly different for theT=0K
conductance =g T( 0)which is shown infigure 5(b) for the same systems andmagnetic configurations. Note
that, for clarity, we omitted displaying its temperature dependence. For both g T( )P and g T( )AP this was found to
be quite weak, a similar result being reported byKováčik et al [26].

In order to quantify themagnetic response encountered in the thermoelectric effect, we calculated theMTP
ratio according to equation (2).We note that, regardless of the convention adopted for the denominator, one
problemmight always arise when plotting a temperature-dependentMTP ratio: since the Seebeck coefficient
may change sign as a function ofT, onewill necessarily encounter discontinuities in the graphical representation
of theMTP ratio. Such a situation is indeed observed in figure 6, wherewe present the calculatedMTP andMC
ratios for themultilayeredCu −N[( 1)(Co4/Cu4)/Co ]4 Cu systems.

As can be seen in this figure, very large andwidely spread values for theMTP ratio are predicted in the range
of low temperatures. These arise in those areas whereSAP approaches zero. Extremely largeMTP ratios have
been purposefully omitted from the figure. Although not as fast asS T( )P andS T( )AP , theMTP ratio also attains
convergencywithN at high temperatures and is in general larger than theMC ratio, a result which is qualitatively
consistent with the experimental findings [6, 8, 9]. Aswas the case for =g T( 0)P AP , theMC ratio is, in turn, not
fully convergedwithN.We note that a quantitative comparisonwith the experimental data is not attempted
here. The reported results were obtained either for (111)-grownmultilayers [6] or for nanowires of ∼10 nm
layer thickness [8, 9],much larger than the 4MLs (6–7 Å) used in our calculations. The effect of them and q
parameters on the (magneto)thermoelectric properties of the Co/Cumultilayers is discussed in the following
section.

Figure 5.Dependence of (a) the Seebeck coefficient S(T) and (b) the zero temperature conductance =g T( 0)on the number of Co
repeatsN in theCu −N[( 1)(Co4/Cu4)/Co ]4 Cumultilayered systems: (a)S T( )P for parallel (P, left panel) andS T( )AP for anti-parallel
(AP, right panel) alignment of themagnetization in the Co layers. (b)Conductance for P (bullets) andAP (diamonds) alignments.
Note the different scale used forS T( )P andS T( )AP .
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4.3. Interlayer exchange coupling
Weclose this section by briefly discussing the interlayer exchange coupling in the investigated structures, an
electronic structure related issuewhich is closely connected to theGMRandMTP effects. The functionality of
anyGMRdevice relies on its capability of switching, under an appliedmagnetic field, from an anti-parallel to a
parallel coupling of themagnetization in the adjacent ferromagnetic (FM) layers separated by a non-magnetic
(NM) spacer. In the absence of an externalmagnetic field the ground statemagnetic configuration is determined
by the interlayer exchange coupling (IXC). Inmany FM/NMheterostructures the IXCwas found to exhibit an
oscillatory behaviourwith the thickness of theNM layer.

The results we obtained for the IXC inCu[(N− 1)(Com/Cuq)/Com]Cuwith varyingN,m, and q indicate that
an anti-parallelmagnetic coupling between theCo layers is only favoured in the range of thinCu spacers, with an
even number, q=4 and q=6, ofMLs. This appears to be a common feature for all Co layers, irrespective of their
own thicknessm and the number of repeatsN. Ourfindings are consistent with previous first-principles
investigations of the IXC inCo/Cu bilayers, trilayers or superlattices [14–17]. In particular, we note that all these
calculations predict amore stable parallel alignment for thick Cu spacers in the absence of interface
roughness [17].

5.Multilayers of varyingCo andCu thickness

In this sectionwe shall study how thickness changes of the individual ferro- and non-magnetic components (the
Co andCu layers) affect the (magneto)thermoelectric properties of the heterostructure. Particular attentionwill
be given to theQWS–p-band hybrid states and their anticipated evolutionwith themorphology of the system, as
suggested by thefindings discussed in section 3.

As demonstrated infigure 2(b), for the systems investigated here the transmission is highly spin-conserving.
We have also shown that theQWS–p-hybrids are only present in theminority spin band and are characterized
by a strong localization at theCo/Cu interface. An increase of either Co orCu layer thickness is expected to
modify the transmission probability profiles through their influence on the transmission channels opened by
these states, diminishing their amplitude andweight. In particular, by removing the large contributions to E( )
belowEF, a corresponding change in sign and increase in absolute value is expected for S(T).

For the results to be presented in the followingwe keep afixed number of repeatsN=4 in theCu[(N− 1)
(Com/Cuq)/Com]Cu system.Wewill start our discussion by focusing on the changes induced in the transmission
profiles by themodifications in the thicknessm and q of theCo andCu layers and thenwewill derive the
corresponding transport properties. The very general expectations formulated abovewill be comparedwith the
results provided by the actual calculations.Wewill show that the values obtained for both the Seebeck coefficient
and theMTP span a very broad range, depending on the particular (m, q) combination. Thus, we conclude that,
although the expected trends based on ‘educated guesses’ are generally fulfilled, inmost cases explicit
calculations are needed in order tomake accurate predictions [26, 51].

5.1. The effect of thicker Co andCu slabs on the transmission probability profiles
Whendiscussing theminority-spin BSFs of a single Co layer in section 3we emphasized two important aspects:
(i) the appearance ofQWSs and (ii) the existence of an interface-related, high-mobility p-band. The positions of

Figure 6.Dependence of themagneto-thermopower (MTP/left) and the zero temperaturemagneto-conductance (MC/right) on the
number of Co repeatsN in theCu[(N− 1)(Co4/Cu4)/Co4]Cumultilayered systems.
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the former are obviously thickness dependent but theymay hybridize with the latter. As a result, strong
transmission channels for theminority spin carriers are opened.

As shown infigure 3, this p-band is ever present, regardless of the Co thickness. The energy position of the
QWSs, on the other hand, will change as theCo layer becomes thicker: by a larger extent whenm switches from
even to odd and only by a smaller amount for → +m m k2 (identical parity). Eventually, theQWSsmorph into
a continuumas the thickness of the Co layers further increases. This evolution of theQWS–p-band hybrids with
mmust be accordingly reflected in the transmission channels opened by these states.

The results displayed infigure 7 represent a convincing proof that this is indeed the case. Herewe show the
calculated transmission profiles for Cu[3(Com/Cuq)/Com]Cu in the parallel (P)magnetic alignment as a
function of eitherm atfixed q or vice-versa. For the clarity of the picture, the data for an odd number ofMLs,
otherwise in linewith the expected trends, have been omitted. From left to right, the different panels offigure 7
show the changes in E( ) for (a) q=4 and varyingm, (b) q=8 and varyingm, and (c)m=8 and varying q. Note
that the varying (fixed) quantity in thefigure is denoted by dark red (light blue) colours.

Not surprisingly, the thickness dependence of theQWS–p-band complexes discussed above has a significant
influence on the transmission probability profiles. The transmission channels connected to these states do
follow the expected shifts in position and intensity. As seen infigure 7(a), the increase of the Co layerʼs thickness
fromm=4 tom=6 and then tom=8MLs causes a dramatic drop in E( )belowEF. A strong reduction in
transmission can also be observed for the high energy peak at 0.3 eV. The direct comparison of the two panels
with constant q values (figure 7(a)with q=4MLs and (b)with q= 8MLs)makes clear that the smoothing of the
transmission profiles ismainly caused by the variations in theCo thickness, independent of the Cu spacer
thickness. It is the direct consequence of the corresponding changes in the electronic structure landscape
evidenced by the BSFs infigure 3.

Indeed, onemight conclude from figures 7(a) and (b) that theCu spacer only plays the role of a ‘propagation
medium’ of varying size, without toomuch of an influence on themain features of the transmission profile. Such
an interpretation is apparently supported by the results displayed infigure 7(c) for different transmission curves
atfixedm=8MLs and varyingCu thickness q. It is only true, however, for thicker Co layers, inwhich case the
interface-related effects have a smaller weight. In the range of thinCo layers (smallm values) the spatial
separation of the interfaces within the non-spin-polarized spacer will also affect the transmission profiles, albeit
in amore subtle way and on a smaller scale. This can be seen by comparing the two curves labelledm=4 in the
two panels (a) and (b) offigure 7.

To summarize, significant changes in the transmission profiles occurwhen the thickness of the Co layers is
varied.We could establish a direct connection between these variations and themodifications in the electronic
structure. In turn, a thickness increase of the Cu leads to less spectacular changes in E( ). Despite the difference
in themagnitude of the two effects, wewill show, in the next section, that the Seebeck coefficient as well as the
MTP are equally sensitive to bothm and q variations.

Figure 7.Dependence of the electronic transmission probability E( ) in Cu[3(Com/Cuq)/Com]Cu (number of repeatsN=4) on the
thicknessm and q of theCo andCu layers: (a)fixedCu thickness q=4MLs, varyingCo thicknessm; (b) fixedCu thickness q=8MLs,
varyingCo thicknessm; and (c) fixedCo thicknessm=8MLs, varyingCu thickness q. Themagnetic configuration corresponds to a P-
alignment of theComagneticmoments. Transmission profiles for odd number ofMLs (m and q) were skipped for the sake of clarity.
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5.2. Seebeck coefficient andmagneto-thermopower for varyingCo thickness
Thermopowermeasurements onNi and Fe–Nifilms [52] have shown that even at a 20 nm thickness of the
sample, the Seebeck coefficient is about half the valuemeasured for bulk. This is a general characteristic of nano-
structuredmetallic systems and the transition from thin films to bulk can be understood as resulting from the
reducedweight of the interface-related transmission channels.With an increased thickness of the film, the s- and
p-states will have an enhanced contribution to the transmission above the Fermi energy. Specific to the currently
investigated systems, bothS T( )P andS T( )AP turn negative for largerm and q values, with significantly increased
absolute values.

This behaviour is illustrated infigure 8(a) wherewe show the Seebeck coefficients for the parallel (P, left) and
anti-parallel (AP, right)magnetic alignments of the Cu[3(Com/Cuq)/Com]Cumultilayered systemwith afixed
Cu spacer thickness q=4MLs (top) and q=8MLs (bottom), for varying Co thicknessm. Themost spectacular
result, anticipated from the changes in the transmission profiles, is the change in sign obtained for bothS T( )P

andS T( )AP whenm increases. Note that the same colour-coding convention (from red to purple for increasing
m) is used in this figure as introduced above. Them-dependence of S(T) patterns, both in P- andAP-alignment,
show remarkable similarities for the two q values, indicating the less important role played by theCu spacer in
governing the (magneto)thermoelectric properties of the investigated systems. Notable differences can only be
seen form= 5 andm=7MLsCo. In these systems the Seebeck coefficient has a small absolute value and
fluctuating sign, as seen, for example in theS T( )P corresponding to =m q( , ) (5, 4) and(5, 8).

For the same systems and geometrical parameters we show infigure 8(b) the calculated zero-temperature
conductance =g T( 0). In contrast to the Seebeck coefficient, the conductance is seen to exhibitmuch less
fluctuationwithm and q. The reason for this different behaviour lies, once again, in the actual energy range
where the transmission probability is changingwithm. Aswe could see, this essentially takes place ±0.2 eV away
from the Fermi energy and, as such, does not affect =g T( 0). Quantum confinement effects domanifest,
however, in the conductance: a clear separation in them-dependence for even and odd values is evidenced in
figure 8(b). This originates from the parity dependence of the standingwaves formed inside theCo layers by the
interaction of the interface states at either side.

Figure 8.Dependence of (a) the Seebeck coefficient S(T) and (b) the zero temperature conductance =g T( 0)on theCo layer
thicknessm (inMLs) in theCu[3(Com/Cuq)/Com]Cumultilayered systems for q=4 (top) and q=8MLs (bottom). (a)S T( )P for
parallel (P, left panel) andS T( )AP for anti-parallel (AP, right panel) alignment of themagnetization in theCo layers. (b) Conductance
for P (bullets) andAP (diamonds) alignments. Note that while a different scale is used forS T( )P andS T( )AP , each of them remains
unchangedwhen varying theCu thickness q.
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Coming back to the Seebeck coefficient calculated for the twomagnetic alignments, P andAP, we note that,
regardless of the explicitm and q values, large differences are predicted betweenS T( )AP andS T( )P . Since, on the
other hand, these differences are not independent ofT, a rather broad range of values can be expected for the
MTP. The temperature-dependentMTP ratios are shown infigure 9 (left panel) for various Cu spacer thickness
q and comparedwith the zero temperatureMC (right panel) on an identical scale.

As can be seen in this figure, the range of attainedMTPvalues ismuch broader than that of the
correspondingMC. The latter exhibits slightfluctuationswithm, but it remains in an interval of 40–60%, rather
independent of theCu spacer thickness q. Note that, as was the case for theN-varying systems, exceedingly large
values of theMTP ratios, caused byS T( )P approaching zero, are not displayed. For temperatures higher than
100 K, theMTP is obviously larger than theMC, essentially anyMTP ratio between 40 and 100%being
accessible by an appropriate (m, q) selection.

While this ismerely of theoretical interest, as not any (m, q)-combination is necessarily attainable
experimentally or energetically stable, the results point to an important aspect. As far as the electronic structure
contribution to the transport properties is concerned, using a thermal gradient rather than an electricfield could
indeed bemore advantageous in order to gain a largemagnetic sensitivity in amagnetic read-out device.

5.3. Seebeck coefficient andmagneto-thermopower for varyingCu thickness
In order to complete our discussion, we analyze how the change on theCu spacer size, at afixedCo thickness,
influences the transport properties of the Cu[3(Com/Cuq)/Com]Cumultilayered systems. As illustrated by the
transmission profiles shown infigure 7(c) forfixedm=8MLs and varying q, the role of theCu thickness in
modelling the transmission isminor: once a basic shape in the energy dependence of the transmission is set by
the givenCo thicknessm, i.e., by filtering and smoothing theQWS-related channels, no significant changes
occur in E( ) as q increases.

This is accordingly reflected in the temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient for both P- andAP-
alignments shown infigure 10(a). TheS T( )P andS T( )AP curves corresponding to various q values are grouped
together over thewhole temperature range. The notable exception is them=4MLs system in P-alignment,
where the formedQWS–p-band complexes couple stronger across theCu spacer. In contrast, form=4MLs in
the AP-alignment theS T( )AP values of the different spacer thickness are fairly close to another because the
electron scattering is essentially spin-conserving. For the APmagnetic configuration this corresponds to an
effective spacer between theCo layers larger than the actual physical one. For aCo thicknessm=8MLs,
equivalent to an absence of theQWS–p-band enabled channels, the variationswith q of bothS T( )P andS T( )AP

is evenmore reduced. This behaviour is consistent with the experimental findings of Shi et al [4] inCo/Cu
multilayers of comparable thickness but in aCIP geometry.

The corresponding zero temperature conductance results shown infigure 10(b) follow a similar
characteristic of a rather weak dependence on q at afixedm.We note in particular the complete absence of any
oscillations in =g T( 0)between odd and even q, as was the case of varyingm.

In spite of themuch smaller spread over varying q of bothS T( )P andS T( )AP atfixedm=8MLs, theMTP
ratio still exhibits a broad range of values, as shown in the left panel of figure 11. Above ≃100 K, however, the

Figure 9.Dependence of themagneto-thermopower (MTP/left) and the zero temperaturemagneto-conductance (MC/right) on the
Co layer thicknessm (inMLs) in theCu[3(Com/Cu4)/Com]Cumultilayered systems.
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temperature dependence of theMTP for a fixed q ismuchweaker, even for small values of the Cu spacer
thickness. In contrast to theMTP, theMC ratio (right panel) is almost independent of q, showing small
fluctuations around 50%. This proves, once again, that theMTPoffers in principle amuch larger sensitivity to
small changes in the electronic structure than theMC. It also implies that the reproducibility of independent
experimental datamight turn into a problematic issue. In addition, we note that the analysis of the results of this
section, encompassing different (m, q) combinations, does not lead to any obvious correlation between theMC
and theMTP, nor does it enable us tomake definite statements about one configuration being better suited than
another for an enhancedMTP.

6. Conclusions

In summary, we have presented results of ab initio calculations of themagneto-thermoelectric properties for a
series of Co/Cumultilayered systems embedded inCu(001)with the general formula Cu[(N− 1)(Com/Cuq)/
Com]Cu.Our investigations focused on the influence the variousmorphological parameters—number of
repeatsN, layer thicknessm and q—have upon the underlying electronic structure and, through the induced
modifications, on the various transport properties of the heterostructures.

While adopting a spin-polarized fully relativistic formalism,we have nevertheless found that the electronic
transmission in theCo/Cumultilayers is to a large extent spin-conserving. For thinCo layers ( ⩽m 7 MLs) the
minority spin channel, althoughweaker than themajority spin one, stronglymodulates the transmission profile.
Thismodulation is caused by quantumwell states present in theCo layer which hybridize with a Co/Cu
interface-related p-band, thereby opening very efficient transmission channels.We have shown that the energy
position of the such-formed hybrid states, which varies as a function of theCo layer thickness, is accordingly
reflected in the transmission profiles. Significant changes withm occur, leading to a large sensitivity of the
Seebeck coefficient and themagnetothermopower (MTP) to the thickness of the Co layers. The other
geometrical parameters,N and q, have amuch smaller influence on the transport properties.We need to
emphasize, however, the broad range of values that both the Seebeck coefficient and theMTPmay attain in such
systems, depending on theirmorphology, whichmight cause difficulties when comparing theoretical results

Figure 10. Same asfigure 8 but showing the variation ofS T( )P ,S T( )AP , and =g T( 0) in Cu[3(Com/Cuq)/Com]Cuwith theCu layer
thickness q form=4 (top) andm=8 (bottom).Note that in panel (a) the same scale is used column-wise, that is, when comparing
S T( )P AP for varyingCo thicknessm, while the scales are different forS T( )P andS T( )AP at equalm.
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with experimental ones. Further effects not considered here, such as thickness fluctuations, interface
interdiffusion or relaxation, and defect formation in grownmultilayered components,might increase the spread
of the results evenmore.

A comparison of theMTPbehaviour to that of themagneto-conductance at the same geometry leads to the
conclusion that anMTP read-out of themagnetization state can be equally or evenmore efficient than aGMR-
based device. Our results suggest that a small number of Co layers with precise control of the layer thicknessmay
bemore advantageous for this purpose than increasing the number of theCo repeats.
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